
STONE

Balza
chalk, ash, carbon

NEO BaSalT
bianco, argento, cenere, basalto, grafite

PiETra
quartzite grey, quartzite beige

lavica graphite, lavica silver, piazentina grey

TravErTiNE
beige, silver

GEOTEch
white

STONETEch/1.0
white/2.0, beige/1.0, beige/2.0

WalkS/1.0
white, beige, grey, black

ardOiSE
ivoire, gris, plombe, noir

ExcEllEcNE
black, white, amber
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Balza
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balza
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balza

balza
—

taking an inspiration from a rock-hard cliff,
balza represents borderless freedom and

adventure of life in nature.

its monochromatic colors reflect a solitude
and durability of a steep rock to withstand

any natural impact.

this series of fine porcelain stoneware was created 
by harmoniously fusing a natural pattern of

natural-cut granites with three chromatic granules; 
chalk, ash, and carbon.

its surface recalls the flamed natural stone slap
which delivers delicate movement and sense

of touch to all ambiences.

balza is a prime series designed for all areas, from 
40x80, 80x80, to 80x180 cm. among which you can 

choose the one that best fits your specfic need.
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balza



NEO BaSalT
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neo basalt
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neo basalt

neo basalt
—

this series is inspired from a revival of ancient
pompeii which was devoured by layers of volcanic 

basalt from a legendary eruption of mont vesuvius.

combining a distinctive texture of basalt with
earthtone colours of 21st century, neo basalt

expresses a classic touch of natural stone with
a sense of modern living.

the selection of six colors, two sizes,
and three surfaces of neo basalt will raise functional 
and emotional value to any architecture by creating
a babalanced space of simplicity and flexibility, and 

broadening possibilities to your creativities.
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neo basalt
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neo basalt



PiETra
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pietra
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pietra
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pietra

pietra
—

under an inspiration of noble characteristic
of natural stones, pietra series illustrate both tradition 

and modernity of design that could fit in perfectly 
with any of its surroundings. 

representing the best of natural selection from
volcanic rock with finely crystalline minerals to

sedimentary calcareous rock with extraordinary 
shades and veining, the series offer undeniable

function and beauty.

pietra is available in three designs; lavica, piazentina
and quartzite, two sizes, and three surfaces.

it is ideal for any type of realization in the field
of architecture.
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pietra
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pietra



TravErTiNE
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travertine
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travertine

2928

travertine
—

well-known as the stone of rome, travertine has 
always been acclaimed as one of the world’s top

natural materials extensively used in architecture with 
its aesthetic appeal and ageless appearance.

an exterior of the ancient roman colosseum and 
bernini’s st. peter’s colonnade exemplifythe eternal 
beauty and grandeur of travertine throughout times.

with its rustic yet sophisticated look, the finest
design of natural pattern and veining of travertine 

emphasize luxurious and unique characteristic
of each single tile.

the selection of two rectangular sizes, two neutral 
shades of beige and silver and two surfaces is ideal 
for both traditional and modern architectures alike.



 GEOTEch

geotech
—
the inspiration for geotech comes from madeira, an island in the atlantic 
ocean off the coast of africa named after its dense forest covering
(madeira means wood in portuguese, the language of the first colonizers).

madeira belongs to an archipelago of volcanic origin, and one of its features
is a special stone that has the appearance of fossil wood – madeira stone,
the source of inspiration for geotech. this collection of fine porcelain
stoneware tiles was created by putting together the typical patterns of
natural stone with new, original combinations of colour. with four
available colours and two surface designs, geotech tiles can meet all
the requirements of modern architecture.

the “canneté” version is particularly innovative, with parallel engraved lines
running over the entire surface of the tile, re-interpreting the typical mouldings
made on wooden planks for exteriors. this eminently non-slip surface is the 
ideal solution for gardens, poolsides, terraces and verandas.

the geotech colour schemes are divided in two families: neutral tones directly
inspired by the natural shades of madeira stone, and pure colours developed 
by the style Division and florim laboratories.
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geotech
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 STONTEch/1.0

stontech/1.0
—
aware of having to consistently and responsibly handle relations with
the natural and environmental resources, floor gres has realised stontech/1.0,
a series of 3 colours, realised in fine porcelain stoneware, inspired by the
aesthetics of other natural stones and answers a contemporary design need.

stontech/1.0 is proposed in one superficial finishes: natural ( available in 3 
colours ) versatile and innovative product, stontech/1.0 offer maximum
design freedom both in a public environment with a lot of traffic, and in the 
internal tiling of private spaces where it can develop refined surfaces.

the large sizes 60x60 makes it ideal for the realisation of ventilated walls.
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stontech/1.0
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 WalkS/1.0

walks/1.0
—
quartzite is a metamorphic type of rock made mainly of quartz,
roughly worked and which use is much diffused within the building
sector and refractory industry. it is an extremely resistant material,
often also used for outdoor flooring.
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walks/1.0
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 ardOiSE

arDoise
—
by taking rough, well-worn elements and combining them with luxury
fabrics, antiques and artistic items we create an atmosphere that tells a story. 

the colours and the various sizes are clear, communicative elements that
help to rediscover an emotional dimension and enhance the importance
and the value of any architecture. the delicate colours bring to mind a strong 
sense of freedom, air, light and open spaces, receptive to the creativity of 
living in places and cultures that are continually changing.

the space adapts itself to our desires and rex manages to make a timeless 
material modern, by giving it new life.
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arDoise
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arDoise
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 ExcEllENcE

eXcellence
—
excellence has a strong character born in the past, representing refined 
modernity and intimate living spaces that reflect character and taste. already 
known in the the florentine renaissance, pietra medicea sandstone has been 
widely used in indoor and outdoor spaces. cerim is inspired by the graphic 
harmony of this material to createe a striking chromatic variant in porcelain.
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eXcellence
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PrOdUcT
iNFOrMaTiON

chalk

indoor/outdoor

ash

Balza

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

naturale r10 grip r11 naturale r10

741144 741150 741153

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

naturale r10 grip r11 naturale r10

741145 741151 741154

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

5352



carbon

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

naturale r10 grip r11 naturale r10

741146 741152 741155

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

Balza

indoor/outdoor

5554

product information



indoor/outdoor

cenerebianco

argento basalto

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

soft r9 naturale r10 grip r11 soft r9 naturale r10

741394 741400 741406 741412 741418

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

soft r9 naturale r10 grip r11 soft r9 naturale r10

741397 741403 741409 741415 741421

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

soft r9 naturale r10 grip r11 soft r9 naturale r10

741398 741404 741410 741416 741422

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

soft r9 naturale r10 grip r11 soft r9 naturale r10

741395 741401 741407 741413 741419

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

NEO BaSalT

5756

product information



grafite
NEO BaSalT

indoor/outdoor

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

soft r9 naturale r10 grip r11 soft r9 naturale r10

741399 741405 741411 741417 741423

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

5958

product information



quartzite grey lavica graphite

quartzite beige lavica silver

PiETra

indoor/outdoor

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

nat grip nat

748189 748192 748203

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

nat grip lapato nat lapato

748196 748197 748198 748206 748202

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

nat grip nat

748190 748193 748204

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

nat grip lapato nat lapato

748194 748195 748199 748205 748201

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

6160

product information



piazentina  grey
PiETra

indoor/outdoor

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

nat grip lapato

748187 748188 748200

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

6362

product information



TravErTiNE

indoor/outdoor

beige

silver

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

soft

748016 748020

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 60x120 cm. (235/8”x471/8”)

soft

748017 748021

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

6564

product information



white
  GEOTEch

13x80 cm. (51/8”x311/2”) 40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”) 80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

cannete natural

733582 733614 729964

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

6766

product information



white/2.0 beige/2.0

beige/1.0

  STONTEch/1.0

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”)

natural

715769

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”)

natural

715545

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”)

natural

715497

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

6968

product information



white grey

beige

  WalkS/1.0

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”)

natural soft

728755 728726

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”)

natural soft

728757 728728

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”)

natural soft

728758 728729

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 40x80 cm. (153/4”x311/2”)

natural soft

728756 728727

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

black

7170

product information



  ardOiSE
ivoire plombe

gris noir

80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

738645

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

738648

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

738647

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

80x80 cm. (311/2”x311/2”)

738649

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

7372

product information



black amber

white

  ExcEllENcE

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”)

738768 738760

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”)

738765 738757

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

30x60 cm. (12”x235/8”) 60x60 cm. (235/8”x235/8”)

738766 738758

thickness: 10 mm. (3/8”)

7574

product information



TEchNical
characTEriSTicS

for optimal installation results, cotto recommenDs maintaining a Joint of 2 mm - 1/12” for single format installations anD 3 mm - 1/8” to combine miXeD formats.

Balza

specification reference: e,n, 14411, appenDiX g, group b1a, test methoD

reference
stanDarD

valore Dichiarato

s>410 matte/naturel grip

Dimensional characteristics iso 10545-2 conforming conforming

% water absorption iso 10545-3 e < = 0,5% e < = 0,1% e < = 0,1%

breakage resistence in n (sp. > = 7,5 mm.)
iso 10545-4

1300 min. > 1700 > 1700

n/mm2 fleXural strenght test 35 min. > 45 > 45

resistance to Deep abrasion of unglazeD tiles iso 10545-6 < 175 mm3 < 150 < 150

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 - rÉsistant rÉsistant

frost resistance iso 10545-12 requireD rÉsistant rÉsistant

resistance to high concentrations of aciDs anD alkali

iso 10545-13

see manufacturer’s
Declaration.

uha uha

resistance to low concentrations of aciDs anD alkali ula ula

resistance to Domestic chemicals
anD aDDitives for swimming pools

ub min ua ua

friction coefficient (slipperiness)

Din 51130 - r9

Din 51097 - -

astim c1028 - > 0,6 dry and wet > 0,6 dry and wet

7776



fine porcelain stoneware
Dry-presseD ceramic tiles e≤0,5%. quality specifications, accorDing to control tests of en 14411appenDiX g group bia ugl

proDuct area s (cm2)

stanDarD requirements

test results test methoD7cm≤n<15cm n≥15cm

(mm) (%) (mm)

length anD wiDth (aDmitteD tolerance 
from factory size)

±0,9 mm ±0,6% ±2 mm ±0,15% iso 10545-2

thickness: average thickness tolerance, in 
% versus proDuction Dimension

±0,5 mm ±5% ±0,5 mm ±5% iso 10545-2

straightness of eDges ±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±1,5 mm ±0,1% iso 10545-2

flatness (curving in the miDDle, corner anD 
warping)

±0,75 mm ±0,5% ±2,0 mm ±0,2% iso 10545-2

surface quality 95% of tiles with no visual Deffects conforming iso 10545-2

% water absorption ≤0,5% <0,1% iso 10545-3

rupture force in n (thickness≥7,5 mm) 1300 min >1700 iso 10545-4

benDing strength n/mm2 35 min >40 iso 10545-4

resistance to Deep abrasion of unglazeD 
tiles

see manufacturier’s Declaration <150 mm3 iso 10545-6

resistance to staining classe 3 min classe 4-5 iso 10545-14

thermal shocks resistant - resistant iso 10545-9

resistance to house anD swimming pool 
chemicals

ub min ua iso 10545-13

resistance to low concentrations of aciDs 
anD alkali

see manufacturer’s Declaration

ula

iso 10545-13
resistance to high concentrations of aciDs 
anD alkali

uha

frost resistance requireD resistant iso 10545-12

friction conefficient (slipperiness)

-
r11 (grip)

r10 (naturale)
r9 (soft)

Din 51130

-
classe a

(naturale/soft)
Din 51097

-
>0,6 Dry anD wet
(naturale/soft)

astm c1028

stanDarD reference 
ceramic tiles not Dry-presseD non moDulari en 14411:2003  appenDiX g group bia ugl

characteristics

grip surface
natural
surface

lappata surface

test methoDstanDarD 
requirement 

prescriptions
DeclareD value DeclareD value DeclareD value

lenght anD wiDth: aDmitteD Deviation, in %, of the 
average thickness of each tile from the proDuc-
tion Dimensions

±0,6% ±0,15% ±0,15% ±0,15% iso 10545-2

aDmitteD Deviation, in %, of the average thickness 
of each tile from the proDuction
Dimensions

±5% ±5 % ±5 % ±5 % iso 10545-2

maXimum straightness Deviation, in %, in relation 
to the corresponDing proDuction Dimensions

±0,5% ±0,1% ±0,1% ±0,1% iso 10545-2

maXimum right-angle Deviation, in %, in relation to 
the corresponDing proDuction Dimensions

±0,5% ±0,2% ±0,2% ±0,2% iso 10545-2

flatness (curving in the miDDle, Dello spigolo e 
svergolamento)

±0,5% ±0,35% ±0,35% ±0,35% iso 10545-2

 surface quality

at least 95% of 
the tiles must 
be free from 

visible flaws.

compliant compliant compliant iso 10545-2

% water absorption <0,5% ≤0,5% ≤0,5% ≤0,5% iso 10545-3

breaking strenght in n >1300 >1700 >1700 >1700 iso 10545-4

fleXural strenght test in n/mm2 >35 >40 >40 >40 iso 10545-4

resistance to Deep abrasion of unglazeD tiles <175 mm3 <150 mm3 <150 mm3 <150 mm3 iso 10545-6

termal shock resistant requesteD resist resist resist iso 10545-9

resistance to staining classe 3 min 5 5 4 iso 10545-14

resistance to high concentrations of
aciDs anD alkalis

see manufac-
turer’s

Declaration
uha uha uhb iso 10545-13

resistance to low concentrations of
aciDs anD alkalis

see manufac-
turer’s Decla-

ration
ula ula ulb iso 10545-13

resistence to
Domestic chemical proDucts anD aDDitives for 
swimming pools

 class b min. ua ua ua iso 10545-13

r slipperiness shoe claD feet r11 Din 51130

r slipperiness bare feet class a+b Din 51097

frost resistance requesteD resist resist resist iso 10545-12

NEO BaSalT PiETra

for optimal installation results, cotto recommenDs maintaining a Joint of 2 mm - 1/12” for single format installations anD 3 mm - 1/8” to combine miXeD formats.

7978

technical characteristics



TravErTiNE
stanDarD reference
ceramic tiles Dry-presseD glazeD porcelain stonware surface en 14411 appenDiX g group b1a gl

characteristics
DeclareD value

natural surface
DeclareD value

soft surface
test methoD

lenght anD wiDth: aDmitteD Deviation, in %,
of the average thickness of each tile from the proDuction Dimensions

±0,15% ±0,15% iso 10545-2

aDmitteD Deviation, in %, of the average thickness
of each tile from the proDuction Dimensions

±5 % ±5 % iso 10545-2

maXimum straightness Deviation, in %,
in relation to the corresponDing proDuction Dimensions

±0,1% ±0,1% iso 10545-2

maXimum right-angle Deviation, in %,
in relation to the corresponDing proDuction Dimensions

±0,2% ±0,2% iso 10545-2

flatness (curving in the miDDle, Dello spigolo e svergolamento) ±0,35% ±0,35% iso 10545-2

surface quality compliant compliant iso 10545-2

% water absorption <0,1% <0,1% iso 10545-3

breaking strenght in n >1700 >1700 iso 10545-4

fleXural strenght test in n/mm2 >40 >40 iso 10545-4

resistance to abrasion of glazeD tiles
silver classe 4
beige classe 4

silver classe 4
beige classe 4

iso 10545-7

termal shock resistant resiste resiste iso 10545-9

resistance to staining 4 4 iso 10545-14

resistance to low concentrations of aciDs anD alkalis gla glb iso 10545-13

resistence to Domestic chemical proDucts anD aDDitives for swimming pools ga ga iso 10545-13

glaze crazing resistance resiste resiste iso 10545-11

frost resistance resiste resiste iso 10545-12

penDulum slipperiness (rubber 4s)
Dry ≥60   wet ≥38    

grip
bs 7976

r slipperiness shoe claD feet r9 Din 51130

Dinamic friction coefficient >0,42 wet >0,42 wet
section 9.6

ansi a 137.1 2012

  STONTEch/1.0

specification reference: e.n. 14411, appenDiX g. bunch b1a. test methoD

reference
stanDarD

DeclareD value

s>410 naturale/matt

Dimensional characteristics iso 10545-2 conforming

% water absorption iso 10545-3 e<=0.5% e<=0.1%

breakage resistence in n
iso 10545-4

1300 min. 1700

n/mm2 fleXural strenght test 35 min >45

abrasion resistance iso 10545-6 <175 mm3 <150

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 requireD resistant

frost resistance iso 10545-12 requireD resistant

resistant to high concentrations of aciDs anD alkalis

iso 10545-13

see manufacturer’s
Declaration

uha

resistant to low concentrations of aciDs anD alkalis ula

resistant to Domestic chemical proDucts anD aDDitives for swimming pools ub min ua

friction coefficient (slipperness)

Din 51130 - r9

bcr - >0.4

Dpr 503
Del 24/07/96

- >0.4

when properly installeD anD maintaineD stontech/1.0 meets or eXceeDs the slip 
resistance requirements of the americans with Disabilities act.

astm c1028 - >0.6

for optimal installation results, florim recommenDs maintaining a Joint of 2 mm 1/12” for single format installations anD 3 mm 1/8” to combine miXeD formats
n.b. the test results refer only to first class items and they do not regard the trim pieces

8180

technical characteristics



  WalkS/1.0

specification reference: e.n. 14411. appenDiX g. bunch b1a. ugl

test methoD

reference
stanDarD

DeclareD value

s>410
naturale/

matt
soft

Dimensional characteristics iso 10545-2 conforming conforming

% water absorption iso 10545-3 e<0.5% e<0.1% e<0.1%

breakage resistence in n (sp. >=7,5 mm.)
iso 10545-4

1300 min. >1700 >1700

n/mm2 fleXural strenght test 35 min >40 >40

resistance to Deep abrasion of unglazeD tiles iso 10545-6 <175 mm3 <150 <150

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 requireD resistant

frost resistance iso 10545-12 requireD resistant

resistant to high concentrations of aciDs anD alkali

iso 10545-13

see manu-
facturer’s

Declaration

uha uha

resistant to low concentrations of aciDs anD alkali ula ula

resistant to Domestic chemical proDucts anD aDDitives for swimming pools ub min ua ua

resistance to staining iso 10545-14 - 4 4

friction coefficient (slipperness)

Din 51130 - r11 r9

Din 51097 - ci. c -

astm c1028 -
>0.6 dry and 

wet
-

for optimal installation results, florim recommenDs maintaining a Joint of 2 mm 1/12” for single format installations anD 3 mm 1/8” to combine miXeD formats
n.b. the test results refer only to first class items and they do not regard the trim pieces

material purposely maDe with variation in terms of colours anD structure: envisage miXeD installation taking tiles from several boXes at the same time

  GEOTEch

specification reference: e.n. 14411. appenDiX g. bunch b1a.

test methoD

reference
stanDarD

DeclareD value

s>410
naturale/

matt
canete

Dimensional characteristics iso 10545-2 conforming

% water absorption iso 10545-3 e<=0.5% e<=0.1% e<=0.1%

breakage resistence in n (sp. >=7,5 mm.)
iso 10545-4

1300 min. >1700 >1700

n/mm2 fleXural strenght test 35 min >45 >45

resistance to Deep abrasion of unglazeD tiles iso 10545-6 <175 mm3 <150 <150

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 - resistant

frost resistance iso 10545-12 requireD resistant

resistant to high concentrations of aciDs anD alkali

iso 10545-13

see manu-
facturer’s

Declaration

uha uha

resistant to low concentrations of aciDs anD alkali ula ula

resistant to Domestic chemical proDucts anD aDDitives for swimming pools ub min ua ua

friction coefficient (slipperness)

Din 51130 - - r11

Din 51097 - - ci. a+b+c

astm c1028 -
>0.6 dry and 

wet
>0.6 dry and 

wet

for optimal installation results, florim recommenDs maintaining a Joint of 2 mm 1/12” for single format installations anD 3 mm 1/8” to combine miXeD formats
n.b. the test results refer only to first class items and they do not regard the trim pieces

8382

technical characteristics



  ExcEllENcE
specification reference e.n. 14411 . appenDiX g. group bⅠa. ugl test methoD reference value DeclareD value

static coefficient of friction astmc1028 >0,60 dry and wet > 0,6 Dry and wet

slip resistance with shoes

Din51130: 2010

–
r11

grip

slip resistance with shoes –
r9

matte

frost resistance iso–10545–12 required rÉsistant

resistance to domestic chemicals and additives for swimming pools iso–10545–13 ub minimum ula–uha–ua

resistance to staining iso–10545–14 – classe 4

admitted deviation, in %, of the average thickness of each tile
from the production dimensions

iso–10545–2

±5% (±0,5 mm) ±5%

surface quality
at least 95% of the tiles must

be free from visible flaws
95% of tiles

with no visible flaws

flatness (centre curvature / edge curvature / warpage) ±0,5% (±2mm) ±0,35%

length and width: admitted deviation, in %, of the average size
of each tile from the production dimensions

±0,6% (±2 mm) ±0,6%

maximum rightangle deviation, in %, in relation
to the corresponding production dimensions

±0,5% (±2 mm) ±0,20%

maximum straightness deviation, in %, in relation
to the corresponding production dimensions

±0,5% (±1,5 mm) ±0,10%

amount of water absorbed, in percentage iso–10545–3 e<0,5% average value 0,08%

bending strength in n/mm2
iso–10545–4

>35 n/mm2 average value 52

breaking strength in n (thickness >= 7,5 mm) ≥1300 newton average value 3200

resistance to deep abrasion of unglazed tiles iso–10545–6 <175 mm3 average value 140

thermal shock resistance iso–10545–9 – rÉsistant

  ardOiSE
specification reference e.n. 14411, appenDiX g. bunch b1a.ugl

length anD wiDth: aDmitteD Deviation, in %,
of the average size of each tile from the proDuction Dimensions

iso 10545-2

±0,6%

length anD wiDth: aDmitteD Deviation, in %,
of the average size of 10 sample pieces

±0,5%
±0.15% (squared)

thickness ±5%

eDge straightness
±0,5%

±0.10% (squared)

squareness
±0,6%

±0.20% (squared)

flatness ±0.35%

surface quality conforming

% water absorption iso 10545-3 <0,1%

breakage resistence in n
iso 10545-4

>1700

n/mm2 fleXural strenght test >40

abrasion resistance iso 10545-6 <150 mm3

thermal shocks resistant iso 10545-9 resistant

frost resistance iso 10545-12 resistant

resistant to low concentrations of aciDs anD alkalis iso 10545-13 class ula

resistant to Domestic chemical proDucts anD aDDitives for swimming pools iso 10545-13 class ua

resistant to staining iso 10545-14 class 4

friction coefficient (slipperness)

Din 51130 r10 naturale r11 grip

Din 51097 class b grip

astmc 1028 Dry>0,6 wet>0,6

for optimal installation results, florim recommenDs maintaining a Joint of 2 mm 1/12” for single format installations anD 3 mm 1/8” to combine miXeD formats
n.b. the test results refer only to first class items and they do not regard the trim pieces
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technical characteristics



aPPlicaTiON
claSSES

type of environment floor anD wall

shaDe variation

Degree of colour change / Degree of variation in the shade
and/or in the colour between the various parts of the laid product: minimum v1, maxximum v4.

indoor public
environments subject to 
heavy pedestrain traffic 
such as: railway stations, 
underground stations, 
airports, shopping malls, 
museums, churches, 
hospitals, banks, public 
offices, schools, sports 
centres, hotel lobbies.

outdoor public
environments subject
to heavy pedestrain 
traffic and to static/
dymic leads.

indoor public
environments subject to 
medium pedestrain
traffic such as:restaurants, 
cafés, offices, shops,
libraries, convention 
rooms, hotel corridors.

outdoor public
environments subject 
to medium pedestrain 
traffic such as: outdoor 
stairs, terraces, private 
gardens.

tiles with styling and 
sizes suitable for both 
floors and walls.

the least amount of shade 
and texture variation.
attainable in naturally 
fired clay products.

light to moderate shade 
and texture variation 
with each carton.

high shade texture
variation with each carton.

very high shade and 
texture variation within 
each carton.
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products courtesy of room concept store
www.room.co.th
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